ABSTRACT Recommendation system, as a core service for many customer-oriented online services, is employed to predict the personalized rating of users on their potentially preferable items. In modern industrial settings, an item-based collaborative filtering (item-based CF) method has been long popular owing to its excellent interpretability and high efficiency in the real-time personalized recommendation. In this model, the current target item is recommended according to the interacted similarity from the user's profile, which implies that the key of item-based CF is in the estimation of historical item similarity. Early studies usually utilize statistical measures including cosine similarity and Pearson correlation coefficient to estimate similarity with low accuracy caused by lacking optimization tailed. Recently, there are some learning-based models attempting to learn item similarity by optimizing a recommendation-aware loss function. However, these efforts are mainly concentrated on the application of the shallow linear model, and relative works that deploy some deep learning components for item-based CF are scarce. In this paper, we propose a nonlinearly attentive similarity model (NASM) for item-based CF via locally attentive embedding by introducing local attention and novel nonlinear attention to capture local and global item information, simultaneously. The NASM is based on a neural attentive item similarity (NAIS) model and further achieves significantly superior performance. The experimental results demonstrate that the NASM achieves more competitive recommendation performance in terms of hit ration (HR) and the normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDGC) in comparison with other state-of-the-art recommendation models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there has been a virtually explosive growth of massively available information with the development of the internet. Recommendation systems play a significant role to alleviate information overload and increase profits for commercial companies in many customer-oriented online services, including portal websites (e.g., Yahoo and MSN), e-commerce websites (e.g., Amazon and Alibaba), social
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media (e.g., YouTube and Netflix), and location-based social networks (e.g., GrubHub and Yelp). For instance, YouTube and Netflix, as famous social media, have benefited from their individualized recommendation systems that account for about 60% video clicks and 80% movie watched per year on average, respectively [1] , [2] .
The core services of the recommendation system are able to achieve personalization by matching users with their potentially favorite items and satisfy with the life of each citizen. Therefore, a large amount of collaborative filtering (CF) techniques has been successfully employed to predict the personalized preference of users from their past user-item rating interaction only [3] - [5] . Among the various recommendation methods, matrix factorization (MF) is the most popular and effective approach that reveals characteristics between user and item by the vector of latent factors and has been widely researched in pieces of literature [6] - [8] .
Although MF-based methods have achieved superior accuracy in comparison with neighbor-based approaches according to the rating prediction, it is barely reported to be applied in industrial fields. One possible reason is attributed to the huge computation that the user's embedding vectors need to be updated online if the recommendation system is refreshed for a user with new interaction. This updating means that a new MF's personalization scheme must be retrained from large-scale data by consuming a lot of hardware and software resources. Therefore, it is less attractive for industrial circles to adopt MF methods [9] .
In comparison with aforementioned MF method, itemto-item CF, which recommends items similar to the user's profile mined from their historical interaction between users and items, has been succeeded in widespread application in industrial circles [1] , [2] , [10] , [11] . There are mainly two preponderances for item-to-item CF methods which receive the favor of industry. (1) The characteristics of item-based CF methods determine the superior interpretation of prediction and generalization of the model for numerous recommendation tasks. (2) Off-line similarity estimation indicates that engineers in companies only need to estimate offline historical item similarity matrix, and look up online the former one, which is easy to execute in real-time.
Early item-based methods mainly adopt the thought of statistical measures including Pearson Correlation Coefficient and cosine similarity [12] , which suffer from lacking optimization tailored and hardly achieve optimal performance in comparison with machine learning-based approaches in top-K item recommendation [13] . To tackle this, many researchers have started paying more attention to employ machine learning methods to accomplish superior performance by optimizing a designed recommendation-aware loss function [14] - [17] . Although machine learning-based approaches can achieve better recommendation accuracy, the way that directly learns item-item similarity matrix from huge-scale data may be impractical if the number of items is tremendous because of the daunting computation complexity.
To address the inefficiency problem of above learningbased methods, on the one hand, some researchers try to establish more intuitionistic models for item-item similarity with sample loss function. Therefore, inspired by representation learning [18] , [19] , Kabbur et al. proposed a factored item similarity model (FISM) by representing items as a series of embedding vectors and executing the inner product of two item embedding vectors to model the similarity between them. However, this model ignores the intuition that all historical items of a user profile do not have the same contribution for estimating similarity between a user profile and its target item, and further limits the improvement of FISM's performance.
On the other hand, with the development of deep learning (DL), there has been a significant trend that integrates CF with DL in order to better understand user's interests for improving the accuracy of recommendation system. DL-based CF approaches have achieved high-quality personalized recommendation and drew more attention from researchers. For example, some works employ multi-layer perceptron [20] , [21] or autoencoder [22] to learn nonlinear user-item interaction from large-scale data. Also, for some data with textual information, a few types of research apply convolutional neural networks (CNN) [23] , [24] or recurrent neural networks (RNN) [25] , [26] to capture semantic meaning from textual content.
As for item-item approach based DL, He et al. [27] has proposed a neural attentive item similarity (NAIS) model that is motivated by the recent advance in DL-attention mechanism [28] - [31] to eliminate aforementioned limits of FISM. The NASI model retains the merit of FISM in terms of simple interacted structure and highly efficient recommendation prediction online, while being more reasonable than FISM by applying smooth attention mechanism to calculate a series of weights for all historical items. Therefore, in comparison with FISM, the NAIS model has achieved state-of-the-art performance. Although NAIS enhances the item-based similarity model by distinguishing the different importance of historical items in contributing to a user's preference which means the globally historical item information can be obtained, locally historical item information in a small window is actually ignored in this model. Also, the treatment of smoothness for attention in NAIS is coarse, a few exquisite nonlinear structures that are applied into attention may achieve superior performance (e.g., the best performance with optimal hyper-parameters) than the NAIS.
In this work, we propose a nonlinearly attentive similarity model (NASM) for recommendation system via locally attentive embedding by introducing local attention and novel nonlinear attention to simultaneously capture local and global item information. Our model is built on NAIS model and further achieves a more competitive performance. We conduct a series of comparable experiments on two public benchmarks (i.e., MovieLens and Pinterest) to evaluate the top-K recommendation, confirming the superiority of our NASM model.
The key contribution can be summarized as follows: 1) We propose a novel nonlinearly attentive similarity model (NASM) for recommendation system using locally attentive embedding which aims at enhancing the development of item-based similarity model and achieves state-of-the-art performance compared with NAIS model. 2) To obtain fine-grained information, we apply conventional attention to achieve aggregation of local historical information and make our model contain more local information to improve the performance of NASM.
3) In comparison with recent NAIS model, we design novel nonlinear attention and accomplish better weights distribution so as to reduce noise and merge all local embeddings into a global historical embedding. Therefore, more effective interaction between target item and global historical item and better performance improvement of NASM can be achieved successfully. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces several instructive item-based models and provides a basic idea for our model. Section III reveals some details of our proposed model especially two attentive components. Section IV executes a series of experiments to confirm the advance of NASM in comparison with some baselines. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI with discussions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first briefly recapitulate the standard item based-CF [12] , factored item similarity model (FISM) [41] and extended version based FISM called neural attentive item similarity (NAIS) model [27] , which provide the basic framework for our proposed model.
A. STANDARD ITEM-BASED CF (IBCF)
Given a user set U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u |U | } and an item set
Then we show a rating set which can be defined as R = {r uv |u ∈ U , v ∈ V }. Therefore, the formal predictive model of standard item based CF model can be expressed as:ŷ ui = j∈R + uv r uj s ij (1) whereŷ ui denotes the prediction of a user u on a target item i depends on the similarity of i to all items the user has interacted with in the past, R + uv denotes the set of items that user u has interacted with, s ij denotes a similarity between item i and item j, and r uj is an interaction denoting the historical preference of user u on item v. According to the difference of type of feedback, the interaction r uj can be divided into explicit feedback and implicit feedback, respectively. To be more specific, for the explicit feedback (e.g., ratings) r uj can be a real value rating score and for the implicit feedback (e.g., purchases) r uj is defined as a binary value meaning whether user u has interacted with item j or not.
On the one hand, in online recommendation phase, the IBCF model only needs to retrieve the top similar items from candidate items set R + uv which has been obtained offline and then scores them with (1) . On the other hand, for the similarity s ij , the conventional similarity representation between item and user is to apply similarity measures (e.g., cosine similarity and person coefficient [12] ) or random walks on the user-item interaction graph [10] . However, the aforementioned similarity representation methods all suffer from lacking optimization tailor and only achieve suboptimal performance. Therefore, it is necessary for the IBCF model to achieve combing with learning-based methods to learn similarities from data aiming to improve the performance of IBCF model.
B. FACTORED ITEM SIMILARITY MODEL (FISM)
In subsection II-A, the standard IBCF model can hardly obtain optimal performance because of lacking optimization tailored. To optimize system performance, X. Ning and G. Karypis proposed Sparse Linear Method (SLIM) based on objective function optimization [14] . The main idea of this method is to minimize loss between the original user-item interaction matrix and the new one after optimization from the ICBF model.
Although SLIM achieved better recommending accuracy, two inherent drawbacks should be noticed which include high time complexity and failure to capture transitive relations between items [27] . Therefore, to eliminate these limitations, factored item similarity model (FISM) was proposed which represents an item as a low-dimensional embedding vector and a parameterized similarity score s ij as the inner-product between different item embedding vector of i and j. The formal FISM model can be expressed as:
where α is a hyper-parameter used to control normalization effect, p i and q j represent item embedding vector of i and j, respectively. The symbol −except{i} in (2) means the interacted set R + uv excludes target item embedding vector and avoids self-similarity.
In fact, the expression in the bracket of (2) can be viewed as user u's aggregation of its historical item embedding vectors. Also, the setting of two embedding vectors p i and q j which play different roles boosts the FISM more expressively.
However, further research found that simple addition in bracket can limit representation ability because of equal treatments on all historical items that the user has obtained. In other words, this equal treatments assumption about representation violates intuition for real-world data and may impair the model's fidelity. Thus, the attention-based model can be used to tackles this limitation by distinguishing the importance of different historical items.
C. NEURAL ATTENTIVE ITEM SIMILARITY (NAIS) MODEL
As for the limitation from equal treatments assumption in FISM, a kind of neural attentive item similarity (NAIS) model was proposed. The key idea of this model is to employ the recently popular attention mechanism so as to intuitively assign globally attentive weights for each historical item and obtain a stronger model's expressiveness. Furthermore, when attentive weights are calculated, NAIS also considers the impact of target item on historical items and achieves interaction between them by using nonlinear functions with concatenation or Hadamard product, which is followed as:
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where W and b respectively denote the weight matrix and bias vector that project the input into a hidden layer, and h T is the vector that projects the hidden layer into an output attentive weight.
According to (3), after accomplishing interaction between target item and historical item, a further argument in [27] discovers that the traditional attention popular in NLP or CV are not suitable for recommendation model because of the greater variety of history length of users (i.e., number of historical items corresponded to users). Therefore, an attention mechanism with smoothness is introduced into attentive weights calculation which is followed as:
where β is the exponential constant (0 < β < 1) that needs to be setted and α ij denotes the attentive weight while item i is interacted with item j. In fact, for smoothness, the exponential constant β in (4) limits the scale of denominator so as to increase the weight value of each historical item and avoid small weights caused by the long historical sequence of users. Finally, the predictive modelŷ ui of NAIS can be acquired as:
Although attention mechanism succeeds in distinguishing the importance of different historical items in (5) and achieves state-of-the-art performance, we argue that this attention only concentrates on global feature which means all historical items are aggregated in coarseness. In fact, however, it is reasonable that some historical items are relevant to their centric historical item in a specified history window which implies local feature should be noticed. Thus, only utilizing global weights in NAIS may lead to lost local information because weights in local perspective are diluted. Also, in comparison with the smoothness solution in (4), we can supply a more exquisite nonlinear function for the denominator and can achieve better weights distribution in global perspective when the best hyper-parameters are selected. Therefore, our proposed model will deal with the aforementioned limitation of NAIS and achieve competitive performance by using locally historical information and novel nonlinear attention.
III. NONLINEARLY ATTENTIVE SIMILARITY MODEL
In this section, we give some details of our proposed nonlinearly attentive similarity (NASM) model with locally attentive embedding. we first provide an overview of our method and define some important notations. Then we describe the structure and details of our NASM model. In particular, we elaborate on how NASM could model the interaction in locally historical embeddings and global historical embedding. Finally, we will show the objective loss function of our NASM model.
The structure of NASM is shown in Figure 1 . In embedding layer, historical items and target item are represented as a series of high-dimension vectors retrieved from embedding matrix according to the one-hot representation of items. Above the embedding layer, the region layer is responsible for extracting region embedding matrix constrained in window size for centric historical item which contains some preferences information of users over a period of time in history. In particular, for a historical item q j ∈ R d , d ∈ N + associated with target item p i , a region embedding matrix can be defined as
where n i is the number of historical items that are interacted with target item i and w denotes the window size. After acquiring reging embedding, locally attentive layer is used to achieve interaction between centric historical item j and its neighbors in window size and then merge them into a new locally historical item embedding q i loc,j which contains locally historical information. we then input the locally historical item embedding matrix
] into a nonlinearly attentive layer and generate a globally historical item embedding q i glo which contains globally and locally historical information simultaneously. Finally, we can get the predictive scorê y ui by calculating item similarity using aforementioned globally historical item embedding and target item embedding.
A. LOCALLY ATTENTIVE LAYER
As we can see in Figure 2 , in region layer, given a region embedding matrix Region (i, j, w), interaction first introduces a transformational vector p i loc which can be viewed as a local guidence to aggregate all locally historical item embeddings in region followed as: (6) where W i loc and b i loc are respectively local weight matrix and local bias that project the input into a hidden layer, and h loc is a matrix that projects hidden layer into a new embedding in feature space.
By utilizing local guidance in (6), we can calculate a series of attentive weights among all historical item embeddings in the region and further obtain a locally historical embedding for centric historical item j, which is followed as: 
According to (7) and (8), the locally historical item embedding q i loc,j+k contains the local item information which means all historical items over a period of time are merged. It is noticed that the size of the region is very small. Therefore, another attentive layer needs to be employed in the next stage like literature [27] and make all locally historical item embeddings cluster into a globally historical representation which contains abundant global and local information simultaneously.
B. NONLINEARLY ATTENTIVE LAYER
In subsection III-A, we get a series of locally historical item embeddings by using conventional attention mechanism. In the next stage, it is different that our method does not employ Hadamard production or concatenation like NAIS because of the interaction between the original historical item and target item has been done in the locally attentive layer. So we redefine attention function only with locally historical item embedding, which is followed as:
where W i glo,j and b i glo,j are global weights and global bias for each locally historical item embedding, respectively and project locally historical item embedding into a hidden layer, and h i glo,j is a vector that projects hidden layer into a attentive weight.
Actually, in (9), h i glo,i is the guidance of a series of locally historical item embeddings and guides attentive weights to the correct distribution derived from the designed nonlinearly attentive structure, which is followed as:
f (sum i ) = sum i ln sum
where β is a key hyper-parameter which can adjust the nonlinearity of (11) in our work so as to obtain a better attentive weights distribution in (10) and competitive performance in our NASM model. Then we calculate the globally historical item embedding followed as:
After executing hadamard product operation using globally historical item weight α i glo,j in (11) and locally historical item embedding q i loc,j , we will obtain globally historical item embedding q i glo by (12) and we then refer to the similarity model in [27] , the final predictionŷ ui is followed aŝ (13) In this paper, when we deal with implicit feedback, each entry is a binary value 1 or 0. Thus, our proposed NASM model learning can be viewed as a binary classification task. According to the method in previous work on Neural CF [20] , we treat the currently observed user-item interactions as positive instances, and obtain some negative instances sampling from the remaining unobserved interactions. Defining R + and R − as the positive instance set and negative instance set, respectively and according to the NASM model from (7)- (13), we show a loss function consisted of L2 regularization and log loss as same as one in [27] , which is followed as
where N denotes the number of the total training instances and σ is a sigmod function which transforms predictive similarityŷ ui to a probability value satisfied with likelihood distribution that u will interact with i. The hyper-parameter λ is used to control overfitting in (14) by applying L2 regularization, and W = {h i = 1, 2, · · · , N and j = 1, 2, · · · , n i denotes all trainable parameters. In the following experiments, to optimize the loss function, we decide to adopt Adam optimizer which can adaptive update the learning rate in terms of gradient mean and gradient square and achieve superior optimized performance in training phase [42] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we will execute experiments so as to answer the following three research questions:
• RQ1 Are our proposed nonlinearly attentive similarity model via locally attentive item embedding useful to generate a more accurate recommendation ?
• RQ2 How does our NASM model perform in comparison with state-of-the-art NAIS model ?
• RQ3 How does the key hyper-parameters including window size and exponent β affect the performance of our NASM model ?
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 1) DATASETS AND EVALUATION PROTOCOL
In this paper, we use the same datasets including MovieLens and Pinterest datasets as one has been adopted in NCF paper. Also, we employ the same preprocessing step and then directly evaluate performance on the same processed data [20] . Table 5 shows the statistics of these two datasets.
It is noted that each interaction is paired with 4 negative instances as same as literature [27] during training so as to guarantee the number of training instances is more than the number of interactions. In the process of performance evaluation of our proposed NASM model, we adopt the leave-one-out evaluation protocol [13] , which keeps the latest interaction of each user as the testing data and uses the remaining interactions for training. To be specific, we will pair each test instance with 99 negative instances randomly sampling from the interaction matrix and finally output the prediction of 100 instances including 1 positive instance and 99 negative instances.
In aforementioned evaluation protocol, the performance is judged by Hit Ration (HR) [43] and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDGC) [44] at the position 10 which has been widely used to evaluate top-K recommendation systems [41] and ranking systems [45] in some information retrieval literatures. In our experiment, we will report the average scores for all users by using HR@10 and NDCG@10. If the values of HR@10 and NDCG@10 are larger, the performance of the recommendation system is better. 
2) BASELINES AND HYPER-PARAMETERS SETTING
In the following experiment, we plan to compare our proposed NASM model with the following recommendation models:
Pop: This is a non-personalized approach to benchmark the performance of the top-K recommendation systems. The items are ranked according to the popularity which is judged by the numbers of interactions that an item received.
ItemKNN [12] : This is a standard item-based CF model which has been defined in (1) using cosine similarity to measure s ij . The authors in [27] has confirmed that only considering all of the nearest neighbors, the best results can be achieved.
FISM [41] : This is a kind of item-based CF method which has been formulated in (3) , The experiments of this method show that the hyper-parameter α =0 leads to the best results and thus this setting will be applied in our works.
MF-BPR [13] : MF-BPR tends to learn matrix factorization by using Bayesian theory to design a Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) loss and optimizes it. This method is a suitable choice if building a CF recommendation system from implicit feedback.
MF-eALS [8]:
In essence, this method is also a matrix factorization method by optimizing a different pointwise regression loss viewing all missing data as a kind of negative feedback with a smaller weight. The final optimizer is constructed according to an element-wise Alternating Learning Square (eALS) algorithm.
MLP [20] : This method utilizes a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) above user and item representation to learn scoring function from data. The experiment of MLP in this section applies a 3-layer MLP and achieves good performance on these two datasets.
NAIS [27] : This method employs a kind of attentive mechanism with smoothing based on the aforementioned FISM by optimizing pointwise log loss function and achieves state-of-the-art performance.
For comparison with state-of-the-arts, we conduct large number of experiments and make sure a group of best hyperparameters, which can be found in Table 2 . For the dimension of embedding, we follow the setting of literature in [27] and set it as 16. Note that when we further research for the influence of hyper-parameters w and β. We will set a series of values (w = 1, 3, 5, 7 and β = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) and not only consider α =3 and β = 0.6 for MovieLens and Pinterest dataset, respectively. Also, the learning rate (lr) is assigned as lr =2×10 −3 and lr =1×10 −3 according to the datasets.
B. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NONLINEARLY ATTENTIVE LAYER (RQ1)
Actually, our proposed NASM model further improves the performance compared with the NAIS by introducing a locally attentive layer and redesigning a novel nonlinearly attentive layer to evaluate the item-item similarity. To confirm the effectiveness of our proposed two attentive networks, we will initialize the NASM model without pre-training (PT) item embeddings and directly train the two attentive networks. Figure 4 shows that the stable performance of NAIS and our proposed NASM at embedding size 16 and window size 3 when the hyper-parameter β = 0.6 from NASM and β = 0.8 from NAIS in each epoch. It is clear to see that our proposed model is effective to improve system performance compared with NAIS model by using two attentive layers. In the initial phase of training, the performance in the test set is lower than the NAIS model. However, with the increase of epoch, the test performance is gradually powerful and outperforms the performance of NAIS in epoch 4. In the stable phase of training (epoch: [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , further training even leads to better performance in our experiments. Upon convergence in training (also see Table 3 ), our proposed method achieves improvement of 2.65% and 1.14% compared with NAIS method in term of NDCG, respectively. Also, a further advance of 1.1% and 0.49% over NAIS in terms of HR on MovieLens and Pinterest, respectively. Thus, we believe that our NASM in this paper achieves state-of-the-art performance compared with some recent methods.
As for the influence of two attentive layers in this paper, two comparable experiments have been done which include NASM model only with the locally attentive layer (LAL) and the one only with a nonlinear attentive layer (NAL). From Table 3 , it is observed that each attention (nonlinear attention and local attentive layer) layer is effective to improve the performance of recommendation system in term of HR and NDCG when it singly exits in NASM model. Specifically, on the one hand, for the locally attentive layer, we first achieve the interaction between target item embedding p i and locally historical item embedding q i j+k and blending them into the conventional attention in (7) . Then a series of attentive weights are calculated and achieve aggregation in (8) by using Hadamard product (i.e., α i j+k q i j+k ) and summing them which make the abundantly locally historical information in a window size be contained in a new locally historical item embedding q i loc,j in (9). Therefore, the NASM model only with locally attentive layer achieves better performance compared with the NAIS model.
On the other hand, for nonlinearly attentive layer, Table 3 shows that this kind of attentive structure exists in (10) and (11) outperforms the performance of NAIS's attention mechanism with smoothness in terms of the best performance which implies the designed nonlinear function has better nonlinearity and smoothness when β = 0.6 from our NASM compared with the case when β = 0.8 from NAIS. Thus, the proposed nonlinearly attentive layer makes a contribution to the improvement of our method and outperforms the performance of NAIS model.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (RQ2)
In this subsection, we plan to compare our NASM method with other item-based recommendation methods which have been viewed as several baselines in subsection IV-A. For some methods based on embedding like MF, MLP, FISM, NAIS, and our NASM, the number of embedding's dimension is set as 16 for a fair comparison. From Table 4 , one can observe that the overall accuracy of the aforementioned recommendation methods and some significant discussion is followed as:
1) It is obvious that our NASM method achieves the best performance in terms of HR and NDGC scores on MovieLens and Pinterest dataset, respectively. Also, the similar recommendation accuracy level for NASM has been reached in comparison with NAIS. Furthermore, our proposed model is succeeded in the significant improvement over other baseline methods (p < 10 −3 obtained from the one-sample paired t-test). Therefore, it is evident to confirm that some benefits have been acquired from our designed two attentive structures in our proposed NASM. 2) The experimental results of NAIS are actually based on the pre-training embedding matrix from FISM model in the training phase. However, our NASM is not based on the pre-training embedding matrix that may be originated from NAIS or FISM. We randomly initialize the item embedding matrix to train and even achieves better performance compared with NAIS based on pre-training. These comparable results imply that our NASM method is superior to other baseline methods from another point of view. It is worth remarking that the results of our NASM in Table 4 are based on the best setting of hyper-parameter β = 0.6 in nonlinearly attentive layer. In next subsection, we will explore the influence of hyper-parameter β in our NASM model.
D. HYPER-PARAMETERS DISCUSSION IN TWO ATTENTIVE LAYERS (RQ3)
In the proposed model, we significantly achieve state-of-theart performance by introducing two attentive layers with two hyper-parameters w and β. For the window size, we have done some preliminary works (see Table 5 ) and found that the performance of NASM does not monotonously become better with the increase of window size. In (6) and (7), a guidance vector p i loc derived from p i is interacted with each locally historical item in the region. If the window size is too large, it means that too many interactions between them occur in the locally historical layer, and may cause that locally historical item weights are contaminated by a mass of noise from the target item. Therefore, the performance of NASM is weak in the condition for w >3. For this reason, to reduce computation and keep the best performance in this work, we set the window size as w =3 in all experiments about our NASM model and then the following key point of discussion is only the impact of hyper-parameter β when it is changed in our model. Figure 5 shows that the changes in performance about HR and NDCG on MovieLens and Pinterest dataset, respectively. It is clear that only when β is set as 0.6, the performance of our NASM can completely outperform (HR and NDCG, simultaneously) the NAIS model. Otherwise, the performance of NASM is even worse than NAIS model. we believe that when β is smaller than 0.6, the nonlinearity and smoothness in the nonlinearly attentive layer will make attentive weights is far less than the real ones. This implies that the finally globally historical item embedding q i glo will lose more information and lead to the worse performance. In a similar way, when the β is greater than 0.6 and less than 1.0, the calculated attentive weights are much bigger than real weights and make the globally historical item embedding q i glo contain a mass of noises. Thus, this phenomenon leads to the worse performance of our proposed methods and we need to be careful when we select hyper-parameter in our own designed novel nonlinearly attentive structure.
V. RELATED WORK
In the early research, CFs are mostly used to deal with explicit feedback like using rating, viewing it as a rating VOLUME 7, 2019 prediction task [3] , [12] by optimizing minimize the error between ground-truth rating and corresponding prediction. In this CF task, MF, that tries to associate each user and item with latent vector and executes inner product between them, has been regarded as the most effective method and developed many variants such as SVD++ [12] , Localized MF [32] , Social-aware MF [33] , Cross-platform MF [34] and GeoMF++ [35] . These models achieve competitive performance by integrating implicit feedback based CF which actually belong to the item-based model.
Subsequently, researches on CF have shifted towards learning-based recommenders from implicit feedback [13] , [41] .The main idea of these researches views recommendation as a personalized top-K rank task in comparison with early CF approaches that predict rating scores. It is obvious that the thought is more convincing and practically valuable. In essence, the key difference between rating prediction method and top-K recommendation is the optimizing way for item-based model [8] . In particular, rating prediction methods usually optimize regression loss on observed data instead of missing data which top-K recommendation associates with [36] . Furthermore, the former lack of optimization tailed and need to apply learning-based methods with the optimized objective function for implicit feedback to overcome it.
To learn an excellent recommendation model from implicit feedback, there has been proposed two types of optimizing methods for objective loss function include pointwise methods and pairwise methods. Pointwise methods mainly optimize loss function, including regression-based squared loss [37] , [41] or classification log loss [20] by sampling negative feedback from missing data. For some linear CF models like MF methods, the above optimizing methods are suitable. However, for some nonlinear CF models like DL networks, only SGD-based optimization methods are applicable. On the other hand, pairwise methods tend to utilize positive and negative feedback to achieve maximizing the margin of their predictive scores regardless of their exact value [13] . According to this, He et al. proposed an adversarial personalized recommendation model which adopts adversarial train to achieve a state-of-the-art performance that includes enhancements of robustness and generation in this domain [38] .
In the last few years, deep learning (DL), as a powerful optimized tool, has been widely applied into the design of recommendation system to extract features from auxiliary data [39] or learn scoring function [40] . He et al. employed multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to learn non-linear user-item interactions from large-scale data [20] . Then its extended version tends to incorporate attributes and optimize a pairwise ranking loss. Wang et al. established the explainable recommendation by fusing the strengths of embedding-based and tree-based methods [40] . As for some data with textual information, a few pieces of research also apply convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [23] , [24] or recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [25] , [26] to capture semantic meaning from textual content. Essentially, our method is an item-item approach based on DL that is extended from the NAIS model. In the NAIS model, we find that it lacks full usage about locally historical item information and the smoothness of attention can still evolve with powerful nonlinear structure. Therefore, to address this problem, we apply locally historical item attention and novel nonlinear attention to simultaneously capture locally and globally historical information to enhance recommendation performance which has never been explored before.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we develop a nonlinearly attentive similarity model via locally attentive embedding. Our key goal is to try making use of locally historical information and designing a new attentive structure to improve the performance of the recommendation system compared with previous methods in the scenario of recommendation. To achieve this, we first introduce the standard item-based model and FISM to show the history and research progress of item-based methods. Then we analyze the recent best model called NAIS which achieves state-of-the-art performance and make sure the author's contributions that apply attention mechanism into it. Hence, we find that the NAIS does not make full use of the locally historical information and there also is a better nonlinearity and smoothness solution for attention if only considering the best performance. Therefore, we apply conventional attention in the aggregation of locally historical item information and design a novel nonlinearly attentive structure to achieve further aggregation of embedding with local historical information. Experimental results show that our NASM outperforms NAIS and acquires competitive performance for recommendation system. In the future, we will do some researches aiming to obtain the common explainability of nonlinear attention in our model and further design several new nonlinearly attentive structures to validate it.
